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Save up to 25% off women's workout apparel at boutique marketplace Jane

Yahoo Sports is committed to finding you the best products at the best prices. We may receive a share from purchases made via links on this page. Pricing and availability is subject to change.
Finding inexpensive and effective workout attire can be a challenge, but e-commerce site Jane is here to make things easier. Featuring daily specials for women’s exercise apparel, the boutique marketplace boasts sellers across the nation that retail their goods at an extreme discount. Because there is no middle man, the savings are passed onto you.
Ahead, we picked some of our favorite pieces currently on sale at Jane. Perfect for yoga or strength training, be sure to read up on the small businesses selling these goods and the size guides. They not only vary, but so do shipping times. Shop all things workout gear at Jane.
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Yahoo Sports
Mock Draft Monday with PFF's Trevor Sikkema: Cowboys fill needs, Vikings and Broncos land QBs

We continue our 'Mock Draft Monday' series with PFF's Trevor Sikkema joining Matt Harmon the pod. Sikkema provides his five favorite picks from his latest mock draft as well as his least favorite pick. The PFF draft expert also shares what goes into his methodology when crafting a mock, especially as inch even closer to night one of the draft.
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WrestleMania 40 Night 2 results, grades, analysis: Cody Rhodes defeats Roman Reigns to win the Undisputed WWE Universal title

WrestleMania 40 wrapped on Sunday night in truly spectacular fashion, delivering an action-packed card from start to finish, including a main event that will perhaps go down as the greatest in professional wrestling history.
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Yahoo Sports
NFL Draft primer: Cowboys' offense could look a little different around Dak Prescott

What does Dallas need in this month's NFL Draft? How many picks do they have? We break it down right here.
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Yahoo Sports
2024 Masters tee times: Scottie Scheffler, Rory McIlroy lead marquee pairing; Tiger Woods set for Thursday afternoon

Tee times are out for the opening days of the Masters, and big names abound.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: 12 sleeper pitchers not getting enough love in drafts

Fantasy baseball analyst Dalton Del Don wraps up his positional sleeper series with the pitchers!
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Yes, sir: Verne Lundquist calls it a career at the 2024 Masters

'Uncle Verne,' who authored two of the greatest calls in sports history, will end his tenure at Augusta National after the 2024 Masters.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball Mock Draft 3.0 — A masterclass of chaos

Andy Behrens recaps the final baseball mock draft for the Yahoo Fantasy crew ahead of the season, where one team definitely stood out.
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Dark-horse candidates to lead MLB in home runs could also offer fantasy baseball draft value

If you're looking for under-the-radar candidates to hit the most round trippers in 2024, Dalton Del Don has a collection of power brokers to consider.
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Elly De La Cruz shows power/speed combo with 450-foot HR and inside-the-park HR

The Reds shortstop is still one of the most fun players in MLB.
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'What's In My Wallet': Pianowski's 2024 fantasy baseball draft targets

Fantasy baseball analyst Scott Pianowski reveals the list of players he's trying to leave every draft with in 2024.
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Fantasy baseball draft rankings for third basemen

Check out where our fantasy analysts have the top third basemen ranked going into the 2024 season.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: 8 potential draft busts from the outfield

Dalton Del Don continues his series of bust candidates, identifying a group of outfielders who should be draft-day fades.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: Andy Behrens' potential 'league-winners' from recent Tout Wars draft

Fantasy baseball analyst Andy Behrens reveals his favorite picks from his recent Tout Wars draft while exposing the truth about league winners.
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Fantasy Hockey Waiver Wire: Snap up these players and ride their hot streaks to success

The home stretch of the NHL season is here, and these players could be key acquisitions for your team's title run.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball Pitcher Tips: Dark-horse Cy Young candidates to prioritize in drafts

After highlighting some off-the-radar candidates to lead MLB in home runs, fantasy analyst Dalton Del Don offers up his favorite values for pitching's biggest award.
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NFL Draft primer: Bears appear set on Caleb Williams, then their intrigue starts

What does Chicago need in this month's NFL Draft? How many picks do they have? We break it down right here.
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MLB Offseason Review: How will Blake Snell moving to the Giants impact 2024 fantasy baseball?

Jorge Martin analyzes how Corbin Burnes, Shohei Ohtani, Yoshinobu Yamamoto and others will fare in fantasy baseball with their new teams.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: The safest players in Rounds 1-10 of drafts

Who has the least amount of worries attached to them in 2024? Jorge Martin reveals the steadiest performers for each of the first 10 rounds.
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Fantasy Baseball: Seven pieces of draft advice to ensure success in 2024

Fred Zinkie shares winning strategies to keep in mind when drafting your team this fantasy baseball season.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball Starting Pitcher Preview: The best way to evaluate SPs and draft targets

Dalton Del Don delivers an overview of what to look for in evaluating fantasy starting pitchers, as well as some hurlers to target in drafts.
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